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About AoC 

The Association of Colleges (AoC) represents more than 90 per cent of the 234 colleges in England 

incorporated under the Further and Higher Education Act 1992. English colleges educate over 1.7 million 

students every year and employ approximately 106,000 full-time equivalent staff. Further education 

colleges are an essential part of England’s education system. Whether it’s through top-class technical 

education, basic skills or lifelong learning, colleges help people of all ages and backgrounds to make the 

most of their talents and ambitions. Rooted in local communities, they are crucial in driving social mobility 

and providing the skills to boost local and regional economies. 

Introduction 

This briefing sets out the case for a review of how Universal Credit (UC) rules and processes affect recipient’s 

ability to take up further education that would support them into meaningful and long-term employment. 

A review would enable an evidence-based understanding of barriers to training for claimants and identify 

opportunities to better support the levelling up agenda by giving people the skills they need, and supporting 

employers to address workforce gaps. This is in pursuit of ensuring that all benefits encourage, rather than 

prohibit, education and training that will improve long-term job outcomes for claimants and support the 

economy’s skills needs. Whilst there has been a shift towards supporting employability for sustainable 

employment, there may be opportunities to go further on substantial training interventions where these 

are identified as appropriate.  

Delivering on government ambitions on lifelong learning 

• The UK faces a range of challenges that will require workers to upskill or retrain. CBI’s report 

Learning for life: funding world class adult education shows that nine in ten people will need to reskill 

by 2030. That’s why it is concerning that participation in adult education in England has fallen from 4.4m 

in 2003/04 to 1.5m in 2019/20, with those more disadvantaged least likely to take part. Funding during 

this time has fallen by nearly two-thirds. 

• Skills has rightly been recognised as a vital way to “level-up” the country by Government. The 

Chancellor has invested in programmes through both the Department for Education and the Department 

for Work and Pensions to support people with the skills they need. The Government has put 

employability and alignment to the labour market at the heart of post-16 education and skills strategy, 

as set out in the Skills for Jobs White Paper and the Skills and Post-16 Education Bill.  

• There was a 195% rise in the level of unemployed 16- to 24-year-olds claiming UC for over 12 months 

and searching for work, from 48,800 in February 2020 to 144,000 in September 2021. 

• AoC believes that welfare and further education systems are not working coherently together to 

support unemployed people to access education and training opportunities that would help them 

get on in life and work. At a time of low unemployment and high job vacancies, it is likely that the existing 

“The education and welfare systems are working against each other. Students are caught in the middle 

and just trying to do the right thing for them and their families.” 

Ann Daynes, Student Finance and Welfare Manager at the City of Liverpool College. 

 

"On the national policy agenda, improving alignment between skills and welfare systems will ensure that 

people on unemployment benefits can access the courses and gain high quality skills, and receive their 

benefits. Flexibility on course duration and intensity, in addition to employer engagement, may make this 

more possible.” 

A recent Government Social Research report on Skills Bootcamps. 

https://www.cbi.org.uk/media-centre/articles/a-radical-new-strategy-for-lifetime-reskilling-must-be-the-bedrock-of-uk-economic-recovery-cbi/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1027163/Bootcamps_wave_1_final_evaluation_report.pdf


 
 

skills of the unemployed don’t meet the local economy’s needs - a review is needed to establish how 

best to address this. 

What currently exists to support unemployed people to access further education? 

• In England, there are various ways that a person can fund further education courses, including grants, 

loans and free entitlements. For example, the Lifetime Skills Guarantee gives some people free access to 

Level 3 (A Level equivalent) qualifications for those aged 19+ who do not have a prior qualification and, 

from April 2022, for those who are unemployed or earn below the National Living Wage.  

• Currently, adults who claim UC can undertake Skills Bootcamps and some other short free courses, 

provided it will improve their chances of securing work. Claimants can currently train or study full-time 

on these courses 12 weeks, which is an extension from 8 weeks until April 2022, and up to 16 weeks for 

a full-time Skills Bootcamp. Claimants may be able to study on other courses, although risk having to 

stop the course at any time, but there is no clear eligibility guidance available.  

• Other employment support is available, for example through Kickstart.  

What are the barriers to education and training that need to be reviewed?  

1. Excessive and inconsistent restrictions on study hours  

• Under UC, people who are considered available to work face strict requirements, known as 

‘conditionality’. To continue receiving UC they must spend up to 35 hours per week looking for work, 

provide evidence of their work search to their Job Centre Work Coach and be available to attend meetings 

with them and job interviews. Claimants must be prepared to give up their training course if they are 

offered suitable work.  

• Those in receipt of UC may have to choose between receiving money that means they can afford to 

live and learning that would support their ability to secure income through employment.  

• This means that they may be employed in the short term but are prevented from developing skills 

that would allow them to get into better-quality, more stable, better paid employment over the 

longer term. The high employment rate in the 2010s should not disguise the fact that some people have 

moved from job to job with little chance to train or retrain for more meaningful and sustainable 

employment with prospects for progression. 

• Whilst exemptions to short courses like Skills Bootcamps allow for studying and training full-time, 

typically UC claimants can study a limited number of hours a week, restricting the options 

available. Short courses might not be the right path for everyone to support them into employment and 

many barriers exist to accessing them and for colleges supporting. 

• Extension to study time is at the discretion of the Jobcentre Plus (JCP) work coach as part of a Claimant 

Commitment meaning that exemptions leave scope for inconsistency and unfairness. Criteria on 

eligibility for study for claimants is not publicly available but the official guidance is that “preparing for 

and getting a job must be your full time focus” with no regard to reskilling or upskilling to improve 

claimants employability or the quality or longevity of the job outcome. 

• Claimants can be required to take part in DWP courses that take them out of college courses or else risk 

sacrificing payments, which means they have to catch up at a later date. 

• Education and training provision is not always well aligned to best outcomes for individuals. There 

are good examples of colleges working with their local JCP to support unemployed people, as set out in 

the AoC’s Let Them Learn report. However, a system and culture of targets incentivises filling DWP 

initiatives. Too often work coaches in JCPs are more likely to support people into DWP programmes (for 

example, Kickstart and Sector Based Work Academies) than referring to colleges, which could be the best 

outcome for claimant.  

2. Short-term approach and temporary, disjointed policies 

• Current initiatives, like Skills Bootcamps and changes of rules are too temporary, creating instability 

and complexity in the system which is challenging for people and colleges to navigate.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/universal-credit-and-your-claimant-commitment-quick-guide/universal-credit-and-your-claimant-commitment
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/universal-credit-and-your-claimant-commitment-quick-guide/universal-credit-and-your-claimant-commitment
https://www.aoc.co.uk/let-them-learn-fe-support-the-unemployed


 
 

• The Work Foundation has said there is limited evidence as to the impact of these specific 

programmes and argues there would be value in opening up a wider range of training opportunities to 

ensure that people have access to training that aligns with their preferences and needs. 

• At the same time, various rules apply to difference recipients of UC depending on the basis for 

them receiving it. Additionally, some UC claimants are also in receipt of Employment and Support 

Allowance (ESA) money if they cannot work because of illness or disability, which has its own set of rules 

that can create disincentives to study a college course that might suit their circumstance whilst not 

working, as set out by the Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG). Worst affected are disabled young people 

who reach the age of 19 before finishing non-advanced education. 

• As the labour market develops at pace, as a report from the Economy 2030 Inquiry states, “the increased 

structural change and job turnover that we expect might place pressure on the work-first approach 

that underpins both social security and welfare and skills policy more generally.” 

3. Financial support with living costs whilst studying is not readily available. 

• Whilst Advanced Learner Loans can help with the costs of a course at a college in England there is no 

equivalent to higher education student maintenance support – which supports people with living costs 

while they study. We are awaiting a consultation on the Lifelong Loan Entitlement and hope that this will 

provide financial support for living costs for those in FE. 

Why is a review needed? 

• Too many people who are unemployed are not being directed to advice and training that could 

get them into good jobs because of a disconnected system and conflicting incentives across 

education and welfare. Current education and training initiatives do not operate in tandem and are 

difficult to make work for people, JCP, employers, and colleges. People are held back from entering 

education and training because they risk losing out on unemployment benefits due to the current rules.  

• As the labour market develops at pace, as a report from the Economy 2030 Inquiry states, “the increased 

structural change and job turnover that we expect might place pressure on the work-first approach 

that underpins both social security and welfare and skills policy more generally.” 

• UC is not designed to function as student maintenance support. Whilst we are awaiting a consultation 

on, and implementation of, the Lifelong Loan Entitlement, opportunities to offer the transformational 

benefits of education and training to employability, whilst being able to afford to live, must be found.  

• More needs to be done to understand the impact of the current welfare system on unemployed 

people’s access to education and training – specifically policies and practices on UC conditionality. 

• The cost of taking no action is fewer people in stable and meaningful jobs, slower economic 

growth and bigger tax burdens. Additionally, young people who spend long periods of time 

unemployed and out of education are less likely to be unemployed in future and may face greater 

chances of physical and mental illness. Modelling from The Prince’s Trust and the Learning and Work 

Institute suggests the economic cost of higher youth unemployment in terms of lost national output is 

forecast to be £5.9bn in 2021, peaking at £6.9bn in 2022 and falling to £2.1bn in 2025. 

What should a review include?  

DFE has asked Ofsted to carry out a thematic survey of how well providers are developing and delivering 

Skills Bootcamps programmes, assessing the effectiveness and quality of the education and training 

students are receiving, identifying strengths and weaknesses, across a sample of providers. Inspectors will 

carry out survey visits between December 2021 and March 2022, with the aim of publishing a report in 

September 2022.   

AoC believes that a fuller, evidence-based review is needed in addition to this, which addresses the more 

fundamental question of how well the current welfare and skills systems operate in tandem to support 

unemployed people into jobs. This should build on the existing Ofsted work to include and explore the 

following questions and themes:  

https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/work-foundation/publications/millions-on-universal-credit-face-barriers-to-accessing-training/
https://cpag.org.uk/news-blogs/news-listings/new-universal-credit-rules-could-force-disabled-youngsters-out-education
https://www.princes-trust.org.uk/about-the-trust/research-policies-reports/2021-facing-the-future-employment-prospects-for-young-people-#:~:text=The%20Prince's%20Trust%20helps%20young,needed%20to%20stabilise%20their%20lives.


 
 

1) For DfE:  

a) How easily accessible are Skills Bootcamps and other courses to those that need it and are in receipt 

of UC?  

b) What assessment has been made of the impact on job outcomes as a result of the extension to 16-

week of studying/training through Skills Bootcamps for those on UC? How is this delivering on 

levelling up and meeting skills shortage needs? What lessons might this offer about length of training 

needed to support those on UC?  

c) What training do employers think is needed? Are short courses upskilling people enough to meet 

their skills demands? What more might be needed to deliver on government ambitions?  

d) What barriers are providers facing supporting the retraining and upskilling of those in receipt of UC? 

How can these be overcome?  

e) What efficiencies could be enabled for FE providers by simplifying skills-welfare policy alignment?  

2) For DWP:  

a) What lessons can be learnt about how to simplify skills programmes offer for those who are 

unemployed or underemployed?   

b) How well are current assessments of individual training need working and what is the role of 

aspiration and motivation in these discussions? 

c) How does the application of existing rules and exemptions apply across the country, and what are 

the drivers of these? 

d) How do current JCP targets support or hinder skills acquisition for those on benefits? 

e) What training would support more JCP staff to be able to recognise which clients would be most 

suitable for a training intervention?  

f) What efficiencies would be enabled for JCP staff through simplifying skills-welfare policy alignment?  

g) Which clients, in what circumstances should be prioritised in terms of access to education and skills 

to support employability? How should work readiness be assessed? 

2) For the partnership: 

a) In what ways, and how well, have Skills Bootcamps: 

i) strengthened relationships nationally between DfE-DWP, and 

ii) strengthened relationships locally between JCPs and providers? 

b) How can Local Skills Improvement Plans (LSIP) be used to support more unemployed people into 

courses that support their employability to meet local labour markets? How can the LSIP be used to 

guide prioritisation of courses available to UC claimants at the local level? 

c) In what ways do welfare, FE and employment support providers come together to support 

unemployed recipients of UC?  How can this be improved to support more people? 

d) What other barriers to progression exist for UC claimants? 

e) What incentives are needed to support colleges and providers to engage more in this agenda? 

f) What examples of good practice can we point to, and what are the lessons that can be learned from 

where this is working well? 

Examples of barriers preventing access or completion of college courses 

Skills Bootcamps: A Government Social Research report evaluating the first six digital skills bootcamps, 

published in Autumn 2021, found that providers said there were “issues working with Jobcentre Plus to 

identify suitable candidates, particularly where individuals received out-of-work benefits, as work coaches 

could advise that the number of hours involved in the bootcamps training would make them ineligible for 

benefits as they would not be available for and actively seeking work.” It adds, “this could mean that to take 

part, learners had to fund their living costs for the duration of training and until they gained a job.”  

Whilst currently the extension to the number of weeks claimants can study enables participation in Skills 

Bootcamps, there is no long-term certainty about how those who would benefit from studying and learning 

would be able to fund their living costs if a longer course would support them gaining a job. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1027163/Bootcamps_wave_1_final_evaluation_report.pdf


 
 

Access to Higher Education Diplomas: Adult learners at City of Liverpool College on Level 3 Access to Higher 

Education Diplomas have had to discuss withdrawing from courses following threats of sanctions based on 

their timetables showing hours slightly above 12. This prevents progression to higher education, which could 

reap rewards for the individual, local employers and the economy. 

 

Level 2 Pre Access qualifications: The amount of time studying needed for progression from lower levels 

has proven to be a barrier to adult learners. For example, one route for Level 2 Pre Access qualifications for 

progression route onto Level 3 and higher education/employment is science based and requires learners to 

study up to 5 GCSEs. UC restrictions on study hours have caused some learners to withdraw from at least 

one part of their course to bring their course to 12 hours or under as the only way for them to continue at 

college. This has a direct impact on progression opportunities, as withdrawing from one aspect of the course 

results in the learner having to study for an additional year to gain the qualification they had to withdraw 

from. This is inconsistent and doesn’t happen to all learners, showing inconsistencies in application. 

Meeting the heat pump workforce need: Heat pump engineers are increasingly in demand to support people 

to retrofit their homes so the nation can deliver on net zero targets. There is a defined career pathway. To 

train to become a heat pump engineer, someone must already have a Level 2 or 3 NVQ qualification in 

plumbing or similar. To achieve this Level 2 in plumbing one must already have plumbing experience (in the 

trade), have GCSEs in science, maths and English A* to C (or at least a Grade 4) or do an access course. To 

do an access course at West London College, for example, in plumbing Level 1 – it would entail 29 weeks of 

16 hours study per week. The minimum entry criteria are Functional Skills Entry 3 English and Maths or, 

where appropriate students will work towards Level 1 Functional Skills or will complete GCSE resits whilst 

completing the course. This would necessitate additional hours of study. A Job Coach would be unlikely to 

allow someone on UC to access this course and retain their benefits. This means that people who could train 

for green jobs are prevented from doing so. 

Meeting nursing workforce need: The Government has an ambition of recruiting 50,000 more nurses by the 

end of this Parliament. Recent UCAS data shows a significant boost in applicants for nursing courses, 

including for those aged 21+. The skills pipeline into nursing is, however, a potential barrier to delivering on 

the Government’s target, especially for those from disadvantaged backgrounds and in receipt of UC. Entry 

requirements for nursing degree courses vary most are likely to need at least two (usually three) A-levels or 

equivalent qualifications at level 3, plus supporting GCSEs including English, maths and a science (usually 

biology or human biology). There are many less linear pathways, including HE bridging provision, foundation 

year programmes, and Access to HE Diploma programmes. Support with living costs or maintenance is only 

currently available for foundation year programmes. For those in receipt of UC, opportunities to access to 

courses that would enable progression into nursing is limited due to restrictions on study hours as well as 

the requirement to be prepared to give up their training course if they are offered suitable work. 

 

What you can do to support  

• Support Peter Aldous’s amendment to the Skills and Post-16 Education Bill calling for the review we 

propose. 

• Speak about the importance of this issue at report stage of the Skills & Post-16 Education Bill debate 

• Write to Ministers in DfE and DWP to raise your concerns. 

• Call for a Westminster Hall debate on this issue. 

 
For further information or to discuss these themes in more detail, please contact: 

David MacKenzie, Public Affairs Manager (AoC) – david.mackenzie@aoc.co.uk/ 07553 891837 

mailto:david.mackenzie@aoc.co.uk/

